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Abstract—This study contributes to work in baggage handling
system (BHS) control, specifically dynamic bag routing. Although
studies in BHS agent-based control have examined the need for
intelligent control, but there has not been an effort to explore the
dynamic routing problem. As such, this study provides additional
insight into how agents can learn to route in a BHS. This study de-
scribes a BHS status-based routing algorithm that applies learning
methods to select criteria based on routing decisions. Although nu-
merous studies have identified the need for dynamic routing, little
analytic attention has been paid to intelligent agents for learning
routing tables rather than manual creation of routing rules. We
address this issue by demonstrating the ability of agents to learn
how to route based on bag status, a robust method that is able to
function in a variety of different BHS designs.
Index Terms—Airport operations, materials handling, reinforce-
ment learning (RL), search methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE PRIMARY goal of a baggage handling system (BHS),as with any material handling system (MHS), is to transfer
items from system inputs to system outputs. A major factor that
makes a BHS an interesting area for study is the environment that
a BHS operates in. The volume of bags entering the BHS, the
multitude of different aircraft capacities, changing flight sched-
ules, lost bags, barcode misreads, early bags, late bags, and
equipment downtime, all combine to make a highly stochas-
tic and dynamic environment. Increased security requirements
necessitate screening of all bags before being loaded onto air-
craft [1], [2], increasing demands on a BHS, and making control
strategies, is all the more challenging. Compounding the prob-
lem of 100% checked baggage screening is an increase of 30%
in checked baggage, due to the banning liquids and gels in carry-
on baggage [3], after British police thwarted a terrorist attempt
to blowup aircraft travelling to the U.S.
To explore these challenges a detailed overview of a BHS
will be given, followed by a review of previous paper relating to
conveyor systems and their applicability to a BHS. This section
sets the scene for the problem, while subsequent sections of
this paper draw on analysis methods for similar systems used in
the past, finally concluding with an approach most suited to the
BHS environment, whereby better throughput and security can
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be more readily achieved, using new approaches to control the
complex system.
II. BACKGROUND
This section will look into all aspects of a BHS, including
the primary method to convey bags, the operation, the flow,
the environment, and metrics used for analysis. This provides a
knowledge base before a review of related work is undertaken
and the control requirements for a BHS is described.
A. BHS Overview
1) Transport: A BHS can use a variety of methods to con-
vey bags. Belt conveyors, totes, tilt trays, or destination-coded
vehicles (DCV) can be used exclusively or in combination, to
transport bags from check in to departure gates.
In a DCV system individual vehicles can independently move
along a network of rails, effectively connecting every input to
every output, providing a highly connected system. As DCVs
travel much faster than conveyors they are useful in situations,
where long distances must be covered between check in and
departure gate.
Tilt tray and tote systems differ to DCV systems as a fixed
path is followed, unlike the independent DCVs. Tilt tray systems
are normally used for sortation, with belt conveyors transporting
bags to the sorting system. Unlike tilt trays, tote systems can be
used from check in to departure.
Conveyor-based systems convey bags along the belts of the
conveyors. These systems can operate independently, transport-
ing bags from inputs to exits, or can be integrated with a sortation
system. These systems can be quick to install and can be reused,
while other systems are more complex to control and are not
readily adjustable [4].
This research focuses on conveyor-based systems, where the
control techniques developed can be generically applied to any
other conveyor-based systems, such as those in a cargo facility,
a warehouse, or the many other situations that makes use of a
MHS.
2) BHS Operation: There are many requirements, some
even competing that makeup the environment in which a BHS
operates. The fundamental operations can be summarized as
scanning, screening, and delivery, in other words, identifying
bags with flight information is known, ensuring bags are safe to
load onto the aircraft, and transportation of bags to the correct
system output. These primary operations are discussed later.
a) Scanning: Scanning is the process of identifying bags
as they flow through the system. Without scanning bags it would
not be possible to differentiate among the thousands of bags
1094-6977/$26.00 © 2009 IEEE
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entering the system and automated delivery to the correct de-
parture gate could not occur. To differentiate among bags, each
is assigned a unique ID using one of two possible methods,
either barcode tags or radio frequency tags.
Barcode tags are the most common format of the two. The
ten-digit ID printed on a tag is used to match the bag with a
database entry, specifying flight and passenger details. A tag
is attached to bags at check in and is placed strategically to
allow a barcode scanner array to scan the barcode as the bag
travels through the BHS. Automatic tag readers (ATR) are used
to provide an automated scan, operating at a success rate of
75–90% for locally checked in bags [6]. Failed scans must be
sent to operators for manual scanning.
Radio frequency identification (RFID) has been proposed as
a solution to resolve the errors associated with barcode tags [7].
RFID operates by incorporating a chip that emits a radio signal
detected by an antenna, eliminating the line-of-site required by
barcode scanners. This solution operates at 95–99% accuracy,
reducing the volume of mishandled bags, but at an increased
cost.
b) Screening: Screening is the act of ensuring a bag is
safe to be loaded onto the aircraft. Screening of checked bag-
gage ideally occurs inline in the BHS, while carry-on baggage
and passengers themselves are screened between check in and
boarding.
Inline screening can be performed in several ways [8]. Inline
screening causes a bottleneck within the system as bag speeds
must be reduced to perform a thorough inspection. To alleviate
the bottleneck, parallel lines are used to increase throughput.
Another method is to layer the screening process, using high-
speed explosive detection systems (EDS) in the first layer to
inspect all bags. Subsequent layers manage bags that are unable
to be cleared and can be a combination of operator image review,
manual inspection, explosive trace detection (ETD), or a second,
more detailed EDS.
c) Delivery: Only after a bag passes screening and has
been identified through scanning, can be delivered to its exit
point. These exit points are assigned to a flight for a period of
time before the flights departure time (STD).
A sortation process is commonly used to sort bags based on
their flight, once the bag has been scanned and screened. High-
speed tilt tray loops are suitable in high-volume systems, while
low-volume systems are adequately serviced by conveyors.
3) BHS Flow: The flow of bags through a BHS varies from
system to system with no set order between scanning and screen-
ing processes, obviously delivery to the exit point is always last.
There are many variations that exist to determine bag flow, the
placement of equipment to manage scanning and screening, the
number and capacity of EDS, the number of inputs and outputs,
and the number of conveyor lines, just to name a few. This wide
variety calls for control and analysis methods robust enough to
manage any combination that is presented.
4) Flow Analysis: It is essential to measure how effectively
a BHS is performing its primary goals, scanning, screening,
and delivery, as it is influenced by its operating environment.
BHS not only deliver security checked bags to their correct
destinations, bur also complete the task within a certain time
frame, sharing the load across system resources. The BHS QoS
concept has been defined as the percentage of bags delivered on
time to the correct location combined with system availability
[9]. This concept can be extended to consider in-system times,
throughputs, screening and scanning rates, and other factors
used to measure the operation of a modern BHS. To measure
QoS, two methods have been identified in literature, flow rate
and in-system time [10]. Flow rates deal with the capacity of
the system, or conveyor lines within the system. The travel or
in-system time is a measure of how long bags spend in the BHS
from entry to exit. Ideally, a BHS wishes to have a maximized
throughput and a minimized in-system time as these two factors
combined mean that a BHS will be able to accommodate more
flights [9], [11], [12], making it more commercially viable [13].
B. Related Work
The traditional method to control a BHS has focused on di-
recting bags along a prior computed shortest path [13]. These
paths are static, they will always be used by the control system
regardless of the system state. The problems with static shortest
path routing are often described in literature, the major point
being that they do not adapt to changes in traffic flow, whereas
dynamic routing will adapt and provide better performance.
An early attempt to break from the traditional methods of
BHS control met with disaster in the Denver International Air-
port [14]. Here, the control system was to manage 4000 DCVs
along 33 km of track as individual vehicles were fed by a 9 km
of conveyor network. Highly visible problems of bag jams, mu-
tilations, and misalignments were quickly evident, and deeper
problems such as line balancing and empty carrier management
were observed when investigation into delivery times were not
being met. The complexity of the control system caused a 16-
month delay to the opening of the airport and a secondary, more
conventional BHS, was installed in parallel as a solution to the
problem.
Siesennop et al. [10] used simulation to analyze the con-
trol logic for a DCV-based BHS, while their work focused on
the management of empty DCVs, especially to prevent queues
building at inputs, in general, they made valid observations
about MHS. First in terms of analysis, flow rates and travel
times are a major factor to consider when looking at the per-
formance of the system. Secondly, issues around the control of
DCVs mirror similar problems found in routing protocols used
in computer networks, excessive flows along certain links and
system traffic imbalances. These types of problems can also
occur in a conveyor-based system if the conveyor lines are run
unbalanced.
Fay et al. [9] investigated a decentralized control strategy for
a DCV segment within a BHS. Their argument was that while a
central control strategy could potentially find an optimal control
strategy in terms of minimum travel time or optimal QoS, these
strategies can suffer due to the existence of a single point of
failure. The decentralized strategy proposed was market based
to assign empty DCVs to bags. They found their market-based
approach to reduce the in-system time of bags compared to a
centralized first in first out (FIFO) rule. The second aspect to
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the paper addressed routing DCVs through a rail network. The
authors recommend using a routing protocol, similar to a link-
state protocol found on the Internet, to efficiently route DCVs,
as other methods in literature do not scale to accommodate
vehicles numbering in the thousands. Details on the benefits of
this method are presented, but implementation details sketchily
point toward routing decisions based on congestion. The BHS
chosen for simulation to test these strategies appears so simple as
to not require advanced routing control and there are no results
given for the routing strategy. The author’s conclusion that a
market-based approach to DCV assignment and Internet like
routing strategies look promising, is valid, however, insufficient
information surrounding the routing strategy was presented. The
idea that routing control strategies for a MHS can be influenced
by other areas, i.e., the Internet, is a good one and will be
developed further in this research and is found in other authors
work.
In another decentralized approach to control of a BHS, this
time a conveyor-based BHS [11] agents were used to control
elements within the BHS. Elements of interest were assigned
local agents, diverters, and mergers, while single global agents
were given tasks, such as routing and communication. Divert
agents would query the routing agent to determine which path
to send a bag along, while merge agents had the potential to
prioritize the merging lines rather than using a FIFO rule. The
centralized control scheme has not been completely replaced in
this situation as rather than a central controller now, there is a
central agent responsible for path selection, a single point of fail-
ure still exists, somewhat at odds with the work being presented
as decentralized. Rather local routing decisions are being made
based on information from a central source, much like the cur-
rent operation of a BHS. The authors state that they were able to
achieve more advanced utilization when compared to the orig-
inal central control strategy. These results are not quantified or
the original control strategies are detailed. Problems with the
control strategy were described in some detail, the messaging
protocol between agents created too much overhead and a bot-
tleneck formed around the messaging agent, seriously limiting
the ability for this method to expand to a larger BHS. Other
important details were mentioned, but no discussion about how
they can be managed, including early bags and the prioritization
at merges. These points, along with the idea of local routing
decisions are important points to highlight from the paper and
require further investigation.
This paper has expanded by Hallenborg [13]. Here, more
focus has been given to the interoperability of the agents in
the system, following the foundation for intelligent physical
agents (FIPA) guidelines for standardizing agents. The paper
focuses on the interaction amongst collaborative agents rather
than how the agents collectively solve the problem of routing
bags through the network. The routing control is acknowledged
to be centralized and the author is endeavoring to decentralize it
in future work. The routing agent operates by creating a network
graph representation of the system and maintaining information
on the traffic flows. Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm is used
to determine path selection at each node much like a link-state
routing protocol. How traffic flows are used to modify weights
in the graph, used by the shortest path algorithm, is not explored
and is a central point in the technique used.
III. SEARCHING FOR POLICIES
The task of routing bags through a BHS is very easily liken
to that of routing data packets through a computer network. In a
computer network, source nodes create data packets and forward
them via a network of routers to the appropriate destination. The
equivalent process in a BHS is to consider bags as data packets,
diverters as routers, and the flow of data is from check ins to
exit laterals.
There are, however, contrasts that must be described. Firstly,
data flow in a network can be, and is mostly, bidirectional. Here,
we assume that all bag flow in the BHS is unidirectional, bags
flow from source to destination only. A valid assumption as bidi-
rectional bag flow is a rare occurrence, and in instances, where
bidirectional conveyors are used, as in indexing conveyors, used
in early bag storage (EBS), the bag flow can be described as one-
way by adding a virtual node to a directed graph representation
to ensure unidirectional flow.
A second important difference between a computer network
and a BHS is that intermediate points must be reached in the
BHS prior to the bag reaching the destination. Additionally,
these intermediate points are unknown when the bag enters the
system. This requirement for bags to be directed along specific
paths in the system differs greatly from the basic network routing
protocols that are generally best-effort shortest path algorithms,
i.e., open shortest path first (OPSF) and routing information
protocol (RIP). The advent of policy-based routing has enabled
the ability to route-specific traffic along predefined paths in the
computer network, exactly matching the need in the BHS to
route bags based on their status.
Policy-based routing is the routing of traffic classes over spe-
cific paths that obey predefined operational requirements, which
may be concerned with performance or resource-utilization [15].
In a computer network, a policy may be to route data belonging
to video streams along a faster link than that used by email data.
In a BHS, this idea applies to routing a bag toward a manual
encode station after an ATR has failed to read the barcode at-
tached to the bag. A policy can be concerned with performance,
QoS, utilization, traffic engineering (TE), or both [15].
Smith and Garcia-Luna-Aceves [15] argue that existing net-
work implementations require mechanisms sitting above the
routing layer to provide QoS and TE. This causes problems
such as inefficient bandwidth allocation, since path creation is
based on shortest path routing and is unlikely to have any rela-
tionship to QoS and TE demands. The authors develop a new
class of algorithm that supports QoS and TE inherently, which
operates on a hop-by-hop basis. This hop-by-hop mode of op-
eration is important when considering a BHS as the full set of
resources, a bag must pass through is unknown when a bag en-
ters the system, rather it is determined as the bag passes through
the system. The hop-by-hop nature allows for routing decisions
to be made along the path as opposed to a source-based ap-
proach that defines a path from source to destination that the
data packet must follow.
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The algorithm policy-aware connectionless routing (PACR),
developed by Smith and Garcia-Luna-Aceves performs three
tasks: the computation and maintenance of routes that satisfy
the QoS and TE constraints, traffic classification, and traffic
forwarding. Of particular interest in this paper is that of route
computation, specifically the creation of a set of routes from a
source to a destination subject to network constraints.
The route computation used in PACR considers both QoS and
TE constraints. A link may only be used for a particular traffic
class if both QoS and TE parameters are satisfied.
TE constraints are specified by expressions in Boolean alge-
bra. A set of variables represent statements describing traffic or
global state parameters that are either true or false. Smith and
Garcia-Luna-Aceves used Backus–Naur form (BNF) grammar
to represent these conditions. A specific administrative policy
is described in BNF and applied to network links, restricting
traffic, which is allowed to traverse this link. Note that the ad-
ministrative policies for the entire network are known a priori.
The QoS constraints are based on link network performance
metrics, for example, delay and jitter. A traffic class has a per-
formance measure set by an administrator and links, and perfor-
mance below par, is not considered for routing purposes.
To determine paths between source and destination, PACR
operates similarly to Dijkstra’s algorithm with an exception,
rather than a single shortest path, multiple paths are found and
only paths that satisfy a policy, whether it will be QoS, TE, or a
combination of both, are considered by the algorithm. What the
algorithm determines, is a set of routes to each destination for
each traffic class, where a path exists.
This algorithm provides a foundation to create a new algo-
rithm that can be used within a BHS. PACR assumes knowledge
of administrative policies imposed on the network. A twist to
this idea is that a modified algorithm operating in a BHS de-
termines what policies are in place on the network and what
policy should be considered while making a routing decision
at a diverter. This approach is taken as it is, the resources
placed inline along conveyor sections within the BHS that deter-
mines the policy for that conveyor line, not something set by an
administrator.
Our new algorithm BHS status-based routing (BSR), like
PACR is based on Dijkstra’s algorithm, where PACR finds paths
to every destination for each traffic class and BSR determines
what combination of resources are available from each diverter
egress toward every exit. This information is used as a basis for
routing decisions at that diverter. As a bag’s status determines its
processing requirements, this status drives the routing decision.
After BSR has been run for the BHS, a diverter has knowledge
of what resources are able to direct bags and based on bag status,
routing decision is made.
The BHS is represented as a weighted oriented graph G =
(N,L), where N is the set of nodes and L is the set of links. Let
Ni be the successors of i, where i,Ni ∈ N . A link lij ∈ L has
cost cij . The BSR algorithm is shown in Fig. 1 and a notation
guide is shown in Table I.
The algorithm finds k-shortest paths for a finite set of policies
from a given source node to all other nodes by traversing paths
in terms of cost in ascending order.
Fig. 1. BSR algorithm.
TABLE I
BSR NOTATION GUIDE
The algorithm begins by adding the source node to a cost-
based prioritized queue T . The algorithm takes the item with
the least cost from the queue and checks if a route already exists
from the source to this node and adds the route to the set of
permanent routes P , if not otherwise, the algorithm will check
if the current policy has been found previously. If not or the
count of this policy is less than the k number of routes desired
to be found, then this new policy is added to P . Otherwise the
neighbors of the current node are checked to see if they will
create a new policy, if they are added to T .
The policy referred to, in BSR is defined by the statuses a
bag can take. As previously described, a bag must be screened
and scanned before exiting. The resources within the network
that provide these services, therefore, are required to set policy
when the BSR algorithm runs. The policy is defined as an array,
each index representing a resource class. When a resource is
encountered on a link, the corresponding array index is set to
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true. The sum of available policies is given by 2P , where p is
the count of resource classes.
Where PACR finds possible loop free routes from a source
to all destinations using administrative defined polices, BSR
discovers what resources exist from a particular node to all
destinations. BSR also finds multiple paths for each policy.
This difference exists as PACR is run online, as traffic con-
ditions change, it will dynamically adjust routing strategies to
suit the TE aspects of the algorithm. BSR is designed to run
offline, providing routing control strategies for each diverter as
the knowledge assumed in PACR of known administrative con-
straints, is unknown in the BHS. It is the algorithm responsibil-
ity to determine which policies to be consider based on network
architecture.
IV. LEARNING POLICIES
The previous section described a search method to determine
what bag status was important while making a routing deci-
sion. This section describes a method based on reinforcement
learning (RL) to similarly learn what bag status should be in-
cluded while making routing decisions. The learning algorithm
has been dubbed BHS status-based learning (BSL).
An RL agent, similar to the agent deployment by Hallenborg
[13], controls each diverter in the system. The diverter agent is
responsible for maintaining a routing table and directing bags
according to the routing table. A second type of agent, a resource
agent, is used to provide feedback to the diverter agents. These
agents control resources in the system that can change a bag’s
status, i.e., an X-ray screening device.
Stationary agents, as opposed to mobile agents, have been
chosen due to the nature of the problem. Mobile agents travel
through the network, experiencing the delays, queues, and other
network nuances that influence performance. As the network is
experienced, the mobile agents update routing tables with the
knowledge they have gained. The agents may be simple ant like
agents [16], or more complex entities [17]. In a BHS environ-
ment, the function of a routing packet is not applicable. Mobile
agents move through a computer network by making use of
links between network nodes, they act just like a data packet. If
the controlling system of a BHS was suddenly to start injecting
phantom bags to collect network information, system perfor-
mance would degrade, therefore, the ability to collect network
state information must be achieved through means other than
injected packets or mobile agents. Stationary agents are able
to operate in the BHS through direct and indirect communica-
tion. As in Antnet [16], ants keep a record of nodes that they
have visited, bags can be tagged with nodes that they visit, pro-
viding indirect communication for information gathering. Di-
rect communication with agents in a BHS has been extensively
studied [13], and a similar mechanism can be implemented to
provide feedback between agents. Thus, the task of commu-
nication between agents is summarized as diverter agents tag
bags with their own identification, while resource agents query
this information place on bags and directly communicate with
diverter agents to provide feedback on route selection.
Fig. 2. BHS schematic showing a divert toward a manual encode station.
The agents goal is to develop routing tables at each divert point
that will successfully route a bag through the network based on
bag status. A successfully routed bag will not required traverse
resources determined by the bag’s status. Additionally, a bag
must arrive at the correct destination. The diverter agents learn
a routing policy through feedback provided by resource agents.
Like the BSR algorithm presented in the previous section, the
learning agents will provide a routing policy based on bag status,
rather than searching through the network, RL techniques will
be used and the different solutions will be analyzed.
The feedback provided by the resource agents has been in-
spired by the trail laying action of ants. Pheromones have been
used to create shortest path routing algorithms [16], but the more
recent discovery of negative pheromones [18] can be used more
quickly to discover a set of rules to base routing decisions on.
The basis of the feedback signal is to send a negative signal
when a bag arrives at a resource and the bag’s status indicates
that it should not have been directed toward this resource. In
Fig. 2, the manual encode station ME is a resource agent, pro-
viding feedback to upstream diverters. The diverter can route
bags toward the ME or it can skip this process and route bags
directly toward the merge. In this simple example, it is obvious
that the ME resource agent will only provide feedback to the
diverter when a bag is routed toward it whose status does not
require manual encoding. Like the negative pheromone acting
as a no entry signal, the negative feedback will prevent bags
of like status being routed along inappropriate paths. Resource
agents provide feedback on what status they themselves act on
a bag, for example, a level 1 screening resource will provide
feedback if a bag reaches it that does not require level 1 screen-
ing. Additionally, resource agent still operate on bags, although
at different rates. A level 1 screening resource may normally
pass 80% of bags, in order to explore the network with bags of
varying status, all possible outcomes of a resources action on
a bag have equal probability, i.e., for the level 1 screener, 50%
bags pass.
The diverter agent is run in a purely exploratory manner. The
tradeoff in RL with exploitation is not a factor, as the algorithm is
used to learn valid routes through the negative feedback system.
Positive feedback in communication networks has been used
to develop adaptive routing algorithms [19], [20], indeed, this
algorithm could be modified to include positive feedback in
order to route along shortest paths, but the goal of the algorithm
is to identify what status a diverter should consider while making
a routing decision.
The routing decision is randomly chosen over available
routes. All egress points from the diverter are considered valid
until feedback is received. The granularity of the routing table
must consider the entire range of bag status and all destinations
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Fig. 3. Tilt tray section of a BHS demonstrates the need for fine-grained
routing tables.
in the network. Simpler routing tables experience problems un-
der certain network configurations. A simple routing table im-
plementation would consider bag status individually, reducing
the route table state space and providing ease of implementa-
tion. According to the role of the BHS, to scan, screen, and
deliver bags, a route table for each status would appear to be
sufficient detail to learn how to route through the network. In
Fig. 2, such a routing table configuration would result in no data
being present for the screening and destination routing tables,
while the scanning table would include an entry not to divert
when a bag has been scanned successfully. The routing process
queries each table to determine the set of available routes for
random choice.
This process operates successfully for many network config-
urations, but there are instances, where it will fail as the level of
detail within the routing tables and is not able to capture all net-
work configurations. Consider the network depicted in Fig. 3,
bags enter the tilt tray via the red feeder conveyor. The first di-
verter on the tilt tray can divert toward an exit point, the second
diverter can diverter toward a level 3 X-ray scanner. Typically,
there would be more resources available to the tilt tray, it has
been simplified for demonstration purposes. Using simple rout-
ing tables, consider the information provided to diverter 1. A
bag not destined for the exit point is diverted to the exit point. A
feedback signal ensures updating diverter 1 to divert all traffic
bound to this exit. A second bag arrives, bound to the exit point,
but having failed screening level 1. Diverter 1 consults its route
table, and finds it has only one valid route for bags to this exit
point, therefore, it diverts the bag. What actually should take
place is that the bag continues at diverter 1 and is sent to the
level 3 X-ray. Due to the coarse granularity of the routing table,
an incorrect rule has been learnt.
To overcome this, the routing table must consider all factors
of a bag’s status in a single table. The size of the routing table
is based on the status a bag can take, as shown in Table II. The
scanning status available to bags are not scanned, passed, and
failed. These are recorded as binary values within the routing
table, with the condition that only one of these statuses may
be true. Similarly, for screening and destination information.
This results in a table with 3 × 5 × (number of destinations)
entries for each output of a diverter, in the BHS, this is two.
Thus, a network with 13 destinations, as in the second network
presented in the results section, see Fig. 8, there are 390 lines in
the route table.
TABLE II
ROUTING TABLE FORMAT
Fig. 4. BHS schematic to demonstrate the need for status data collection.
This fine-grained routing table can overcome the problems
presented with the simple version. Again, consider the network
in Fig. 3. The first bag arrives at diverter 1 and is diverted
toward the exit. The feedback response is sent back to the di-
verter to only send bags that have passes screening and scanning
to this exit, according to the routing table the entry would be
100100100010,. . .,n, with the first negative set be correspond-
ing to continue and the remaining set bits corresponding to pass
scanning, screening, and exit 1. The second bag that arrives at
diverter 1, having failed level 1 screening, now has the option
of continuing or diverting, allowing the full exploration of the
network, whereas previously the bag was unable to continue due
to its destination and unable to divert due to its screening status.
The route table initially allows all routes. Routes are innocent
until proven guilty. In this way, the route table starts with a full
state space, and as feedback occurs, routes are removed from
the table, pruning down the state space. The feedback mecha-
nism works in a destructive way [21]. A constructive algorithm
would only add valid routes to a route table as they are learnt
through information sharing with neighbors, while destructive
algorithms are able to route immediately not requiring startup
time to learn network topology.
Learning is also achieved in a probabilistic manner. The ran-
domness involved in route selection and changing bag status
ensures that all routes and combinations of status are explored,
provided that sufficient bags are sent through the system.
The act of changing a bag status can create problems in some
instances, refer to Fig. 4. Diverter 1 has a bag that has failed
scanning and screening. Diverter 1 randomly chooses to divert
the bag via the manual encode. The bag is successfully scanned
by the manual encode, and then, travels to diverter 2. Diverter 2
has no available routes for a bag that has failed screening. There-
fore, feedback is sent back to diverter 1 informing diverter 1 not
to divert bags with a status of passed scan and failed screening.
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Fig. 5. BHS schematic to demonstrate the need to handle loops.
This, however, was not the status that the bag was diverted with,
and the desired effect of the feedback is not achieved. Rather
than send feedback with the current status of the bag, feedback
needs to be sent with the status of this bag when it was at the pre-
vious diverter. To achieve this, the bag status is recorded along
with the list of diverters traversed by a bag. The bag records
diverters visited, their status at that time, and the decision of the
diverter, either continue or divert.
During the learning task, bags enter the system from the
system inputs. They are randomly routed and their status is ran-
domly assigned by resource agents. As these bags flow through
the network, they create routing situations that will only occur
in practice, i.e., a bag will not pass through a level 1 screening
machine and have its status set to failed level 3. As a result the
diverter agents learn from a set of scenarios that are only able to
occur due to the network configuration. Alternatively, the BSR
algorithm initiates a search from each diverter to each destina-
tion, considering all items downstream, ignoring the affect of
upstream resources as the diverter is unable to reach upstream.
The BSR algorithm is, therefore, unable to reduce the state space
of the routing problem as effectively as the learning method.
The final consideration in the learning algorithm is that of
loops. It is not possible to state that a bag arrives at a previously
visited node has followed a bad path, as can be shown in Fig. 5.
If a bag bound for exit 1 that required processing by a manual
encode station were to enter merge 1, then diverter 1 allow the
bag to continue, diverter 2 would divert the bag to the manual
encode and the bag would arrive back at merge 1. If loops are not
allowed then there would be a problem, as the bag has arrived
at a node, it previously visited. Limits need to be set on loops,
otherwise, a bag may cycle indefinitely through the network.
The approach taken is to allow loops when the status of the
looping bag has changed, since it was last at the repeated node.
From the previous example the bag’s status has changed from
failed scan to passed scan. Thus, at merge 1 the bag is able to
continue.
Allowing loops when a bag’s status has changed, will not
solve all looping problems. Consider the network depicted in
Fig. 6. A bag enters merge 3 bound for exit 2. At diverter 1,
it is diverted to merge 1 and continues to diverter 2. Here, it
is diverted toward merge 2 and continue through merge 3 and
on to diverter 1. At diverter 1, the bag’s status has not changed,
since the last visit to this node. Rather than dropping the bag and
considering that nothing can be learnt, it is more beneficial to
Fig. 6. BHS schematic to demonstrate loop behavior.
Fig. 7. BHS schematic of a simple network.
consider the last method of exit from diverter 1 and choose the
alternative. Following this new methodology, the bag will loop
back around through merge 2 and 3, be diverted at diverter 1,
continue at diverter 2 and has a chance to be diverted at diverter
4, depending on the route table in diverter 4. If a case arises,
where a bag is unable to reach its destination from its current
location and status, then the bag may loop endlessly. In these
cases, the bag will be dropped without generating feedback after
a set number of passes through the same node.
The algorithm is essentially implemented as a 1-step Q-
learning algorithm [22]. The state space is deterministic, there-
fore, the learning rate is set to one, discounting is not used,
Q-values are initialized to zero and rewards are only issued
when a route is to be removed from the routing table. Therefore,
the algorithm is intractable [23].
An example will now be used to demonstrate the algorithm.
The example will use the network, as shown in Fig. 7. Bags
enter from the check in and travel through an ATR. A divert to
a ME exits for failed bags. There are two X-ray machines and
three exits. Only two exits are reachable from each X-ray.
A run through of the learning algorithm is shown in Table III.
The table details and the actions taken on six bags that enter the
system, describing the feedback that takes place. The example
focuses on bags destined for exit 1, showing how feedback
propagates upstream to provide the correct routing strategy.
V. RESULTS
The two algorithms BSR and BSL, presented in the previous
section, will now be applied to two varying BHSs to gauge their
complexity and ability to determine what basis routing decisions
should be made on. The layout of BHS used for comparison is
based on the guidelines prepared by the transportation security
administartion (TSA) [24]. In the TSA’s report, five alternate
configurations were presented to provide inline screening be-
tween check in and sortation. The example configurations cov-
ered a range of throughput and redundancy options.
BHS1 fits into TSA’s latter configuration examples, where
there are multiple lines from check in to screening and multiple
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TABLE III
EXAMPLE RUN THROUGH OF LEARNING ALGORITHM
lines from screening to sortation. This configuration provides
a level of redundancy as dual conveyor lines provide access
between different sections of the system. A schematic of this
BHS is shown in Fig. 8. The bag flow is from the check ins at the
top of the schematic through ATRs, the flow then splits across
three X-ray machines and merges back into two flows toward
the exits. A divert point exists after X-ray to divert cleared bags,
while alarmed bags continue toward the area designated for
further screening.
The second system BHS2, is a much larger system, contain-
ing, four scanning resources, 16 screening resources, 27 inputs,
17 outputs, and 117 diverters. This system has been designed to
accommodate a larger volume of traffic with redundancy across
the entire system.
A. Complexity Analysis
The complexity of BSR is dominated by the if statement be-
ginning at line 13 in Fig. 1. The if statement counts the number
of times a policy appears within an array, having order k2p ,
where k is the number of like policy paths from source to des-
tination and p is the count of resource classes. The if statement
makes use of an insert function that is called for every neighbor
of the current node. The number of neighboring nodes is limited
Fig. 8. Schematic of BHS1.
to n − 1, therefore, the complexity of the insert line is n log n.
The if statement resides within a while loop of order n, resulting
in an algorithm complexity of n2 log n + nk2p , therefore, the
algorithm has complexity that is exponential to the number of
resource classes.
BSL has a complexity, which is exponential in the size of its
state space. This is due to the expected number of actions that
a zero-initialized Q-learning agent with goal-reward represen-
tation is required to perform [23].
B. Searching Results Performance Evaluation
As the searching algorithm searches from every diverter to
every exit and includes multiple path detection, the volume of
information produced is considerably large. A sample selection
of the data produced for BHS1 is shown in Table IV. This table
shows the results for several nodes as they route a bag toward
exit 1. The results have been encoded for clarity. They consist of
a four-digit code followed by a value. The value is the distance
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TABLE IV
SEARCHING RESULTS SUMMARY FOR BHS1
TABLE V
SEARCHING RESULTS SUMMARY
to the exit, while the code represents resources found along the
way, ATR, ME, L1, and L3, so for div 13, it can reach exit 1
without encountering any resources by continuing at a cost of
200 or it can divert at cost 10. Div 13 is also able to reach a ME
on the way to exit 1 if required at cost 207. In Fig. 8, div 13 can
be seen as the diverter leading to exit 1. These results indicate
that there are three options available to div 13, in practice, the
decision made at this diverter would be to divert to exit 1 if the
bag has passed scanning and screening, and is bound for exit 1.
The initial and resultant state spaces are given in Table V. For
BHS1, the search drops the number of states to consider from
10 140, to 1870. This is derived by the number of diverters,
and the combinations of bag status and exits that have to be
considered while routing. For BHS2, the search drops the state
space from 40 290 to 3311.
C. Learning Results
BHS1 contains 26 diverters (div 1 to div 26), 13 exits (exit 1
to exit 13), and 2 inputs (check-in1 and check-in2). A bag can
be in 1 of 195 states, 3 scan status possibilities× 5 screen status
possibilities × number of destinations (13). Each diverter has
390 entries in its route table.
For BHS2, there are 117 diverters, 17 exit, and 27 inputs. A
bag can be in 1 of 15 states, 3 scan status possibilities× 5 screen
status possibilities× number of destinations (17). Each diverter
has 510 entries in its route table.
TABLE VI
SAMPLE ROUTING RULES LEARNT FOR BHS1
TABLE VII
ROUTING RULES LEARNT FOR BHS2
A sample of the rules learnt for BHS1 are presented in
Table VI. This table shows the node, the rule learnt, and the re-
duction in the state space. These rules follow logically how the
BHS would be controlled. The summary results are presented
for BHS2 in Table VII. For BHS1, the learning algorithm drops
the state space down from 10 140 to 196. For BHS2, the learning
algorithm drops the state space down from 40 290 to 830.
As BHS1 is able to be graphically shown for reference, Fig. 8,
the results for BHS1 will be discussed later.
Diverters that divert to an exit are identified and set to divert
if the bag is destined for that exit and have passed scanning and
screening. The options to the diverter are either divert if the bag
matches this criterion or otherwise continue, a reduction from
the original 390 considerations to just 2.
The diverters 1, 8, and 26 share the rule to divert if scan has
failed, otherwise continue. While diverters 2, 6, 7, and 25, all
make their decision based on the screening status of the bag, if
the bag has failed level 1 screening then route one way, otherwise
route the other way.
The remaining diverters are set to load balance based on their
exit point. As there are 13 exits, the diverter must consider
which egress to use, hence, 26 options. It is possible for some
layouts that not all diverters are able to reach all exits, in these
instances the possible combinations will decrease. The amount
of feedback signals generated is shown in Fig. 9 and is labeled
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Fig. 9. Feedback count comparison. This boxplot shows the reduction in
feedback between resource and node agents through the use of wildcards in
BHS1.
‘‘general’’. This is compared with another method called ‘‘wild-
cards’’. This second method, which substantially reduces the
feedback signals and communication volume between agents,
makes use of a wildcard feedback signal that is best described
with an example. In Fig. 2, we have a simple network segment
showing a divert toward a manual encode. With the original
method, this ME can generate numerous signals, the number of
screening statuses multiplied by the destinations, in the network
used for results this amounts to 5× 13, 65 signals. By using the
assumed and valid knowledge that all bags have passed scan-
ning, should not encounter a manual encode, the feedback signal
can assume to cover all destinations and screening status when
it is sent from the ME agent to the diverter agent. By using sim-
ilarly theory for exit and screening agents, the required number
of signals to generate correctly learnt rules is reduced, as shown
in Fig. 9.
The results for each algorithm are compared in Figs. 10 and
11. These graphs show the reduction in state space of each
algorithm, with the learning method resulting in a smaller state
space compared to the searching method.
VI. DISCUSSION
The two algorithms presented differ greatly in how they ob-
tain a solution. The first BSR, is a search algorithm that operates
on a graph representation of the network. Each diverter searches
to each destination, creating a set of paths that have unique re-
sources contained along the path. Each combination of diverter
and exit is treated in isolation and as the network is unidirec-
tional, the affect of upstream resources is completely ignored.
The algorithm searches the entire state space for solutions.
The second algorithm BSL, uses a feedback mechanism to
remove invalid routes from diverter’s route tables. Each diverter
begins with a complete routing table and as feedback is received,
routes are pruned until we are left with the appropriate routing
table. Rather than initialize bags at each diverter, like the search
method, searching from each diverter, bags enter the BHS and
Fig. 10. BHS1 state space comparison. This graph shows the reduction in
state space for the first test case BHS resulting from the two new algorithms.
Fig. 11. BHS2 state space comparison. This graph shows the reduction in
state space for the second test case BHS resulting from the two new algorithms.
are acted on by the resources in the system. This method takes
into account what has occurred upstream in the network. By
doing this, the algorithm effectively reduces the state space as
only a selection of bag status combinations will arrive at a node,
depending on what occurs upstream, therefore, a node only has
to learn about what it will actually have to deal with, whereas
the search method incorporates every resource it encounters.
In simple networks, there is not a great difference in method-
ologies. However, in more complex systems, BSL produced
superior results. This is due to BSL taking into account what
has occurred upstream. BSR assumes knowledge of the entire
network, including nodes, intermodal connections, and weights
between nodes. BSR also requires information on the type of
resource each node is based, i.e., what nodes belong to the set
of ATRs or set of exits. BSL, however, requires a different set of
knowledge. Each diverter’s route table is required to be created
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prior to running, to do this the number of exits must be known.
Also the status that a bag can take must also be known. BSL
also requires a model of the BHS in order to learn from. The
agents learn through direct interaction with the model, making
routing decisions and awaiting feedback.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented two algorithms to reduce the state
space for diverters in a BHS when faced with a routing de-
cision. One is based on policy routing algorithm [15], which
uses Dijkstra’s algorithm to search for what status are available
downstream from a diverter and uses this information to base
routing decisions on. The second algorithm is based in the RL
field and is inspired by ‘‘no entry’’ signals of ants [18].
Both algorithms were applied to two test BHSs. The first
being a simpler, lower volume system with some redundancy,
the second consistent with a BHS that provides larger throughput
and redundancy as suggested in the TSA BHS design guide [24].
While both algorithms were able to achieve the desired goal of
a reduced state space, the learning method provided a larger
reduction than the search method. For the first test case, the
learning method resulted in a solution that was less than 11% of
the searching method, while for the second test case the learning
method was 25% of the searching method. The learning method
performs better than the search method, but how much better is
system dependant.
By providing an automated way to learn routing rules the
tedious task of manual creation is removed for both simulation
engineers and control engineers alike. The automatically gen-
erated rules are able to be verified through simulation to prove
both their merit and the ability of the BHS to match required
throughput goals.
While the rules generated simplify the routing decisions at
diverters by reducing the number of states that must be consid-
ered, there are still instances where multiple paths can be taken.
In such instances, the rules provided by the BSL suggest to load
balance. The load balancing decision can be made on several
criteria, cyclic, smallest queue, shortest distance, or if a learning
algorithm was applied to make the decision, then the reduced
state space will greatly improve the convergence time of the
algorithm. The tasks of making decisions, where load balancing
is required is the intended direction of this work.
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